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ABSTRACT. (H, *) is a hypergroup if H is a locally compact space and * is

a binary operation with respect to which M(H), the bounded Borel measures

on H, becomes a Banach algebra with a number of additional properties so

that * generalizes group convolution.

The case when if is a one-dimensional set, that is, a circle or an inter-

val (possibly unbounded), includes a large number of examples: the classical

group algebras M{R) and M(T) (T is the unit circle), the subalgebra of M(R)

consisting of even measures, the subalgebra of M(Rn) consisting of rotation

invariant measures, and the subalgebra of M(Sn) (Sn is the unit sphere in

Rn+1) consisting of zonal measures. In addition to these, there are several

continua of measure algebras unrelated to groups or geometry such as the

measure algebras which arise in connection with Hankel transforms, ultra-

spherical and Jacobi polynomial series, and Sturm-Liouville expansions.

The main result of this article is a classification of the one-dimensional

hypergroups. It is shown that if a certain amount of "regularity" for * is

assumed, then every one-dimensional hypergroup is commutative and, up to a

change of variables, must be one of the following types:

(i) the classical group algebra M{R),

(ii) the classical group algebra M(T),

(iii) (H, *), where H = [0, P] or [0, oo), ¿>o is an identity for *, and 0 e

supp(6x * Sy) if and only if x = y.

1. Definitions. Let H be a locally comapct space and let M(H) denote the

bounded Borel measures on H; if p E M(H), swpp(p) is the support of p. The unit

point mass concentrated at x is indicated by 8X\ C(H) is the space of continuous

real-valued functions on H; and CC(H) consists of all / in C(H) with compact

support.

If M(H) is a Banach algebra with multiplication *, then (H, *) is a hypergroup

if the following axioms are satisfied:

HI. If p and v are probability measures, then so is p * v.

H2. The mapping (p, v) —* p * v is continuous from M(H) x M(H) into M(H)

where M(H) is given the weak topology with respect to CC(H).

H3. There is an element e E H such that 6e *p = p * 6e = p for every p E M(H).

H4. There is a homeomorphic mapping x —> xy oî H into H such that xyy = x

and e G supp^ * 6y) if and only if y = xy.

H5. For p, v E M(H), (p * v)y = vy * py where py is defined for p E M(H) by

ff(x)dpy(x)=lf(xy)dp(x).
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H6. The mapping (a;,y) —► supp(¿>x*6y) is continuous from HxH into the space

of compact subsets of H as topologized in [9].

REMARKS. 1. Property H6 is included for the sake of completeness, but is only

required in the sense that supp(<5s * 6t) shrinks to {i} as s —> 0.

2. The usual definition of a hypergroup is given in terms of a mapping (x, y) —►

6X * Sy, so the entire algebra is determined by a knowledge of these products; the

definition given above is equivalent to the usual one.

3. Hypergroups have many of the properties associated with the classical convo-

lution algebras M(G) when G is a topological group; many of them are catalogued

in [4, 6, 11] and the references given in [11].

Throughout the paper H will be a one-dimensional set, that is a circle or a (pos-

sibly unbounded) real interval. The hypergroup (H, *) is differentiable if whenever

/ G CC(H) is k times continuously differentiable, then u(s, t) = f f(u) d(Ss * 6t)(u)

is k times continuously differentiable on the interior of H x H. Let kß be the largest

positive integer k such that for every t interior to H

Mß(s, t)= [ (r- trd(6s * 6t)(r) = 0((s - e)k)
Jh

(the bound may depend upon t). If the relation is satisfied for no positive integer

k, let kß = oo. Similarly define kß as the largest integer such that

M¿(s, t)= f (r- srd(6s * 6t)(r) = 0((t - e)k).
Jh

(H, *) is regular if it is differentiable and at least one of fci, k^', k2, k%  is finite.

Two one-dimensional hypergroups (H, *) and (K, o) are equivalent if there is a

continuous monotone p E C(H) such that <p(H) = K and for every / G C(K)

f f(z)d(6xo6y)(z)= [ f(v(r))d(6s*6t)(r)
Jk J h

where s = >p~1(x) and t = <p~1(y). In this case we say that ¡p is a domain

transformation from H to K and that K is obtained from H by a change of variables.

In this case the two measure algebras are isometrically isomorphic. If (H, *) is

differentiable and <p is infinitely differentiable then (K, o) is also differentiable.

2. Examples. Many classical measure algebras related to harmonic analysis

and special functions are differentiable one-dimensional hypergroups. The explicit

description of Examples 4-6 is too technical for presentation here and not required

for this paper, so they are described breifly and sources which contain more detailed

descriptions are provided.

1. The classical group algebra M(R) is obtained if H — R, 6x*6y = 6x+y; e = 0

and xy = —x.

2. The classical group algebra M(T) is obtained if// = T = {z\z complex,

|2| — 1}, 6Z * 6W = ëzw, e = 1 and zy = ~z = z~l.

3. The subalgebra of M(R) consisting of even measures is obtained if H — R+ =

[0,oo), 6x*6y = \[8x+y + 6\x_y\\, e = 0 and xy = x.

4. The subalgebra of M(Rn) consisting of rotation invariant measures may be

identified with a hypergroup with domain R+, xy = x, and e = 0. For x,y > 0,

6X * 6y is an absolutely continuous measure supported in [\x — y\,x + y).   These
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hypergroups are special cases of a continuum of hypergroups related to the Hankel

transform [13].

5. An example similar to the above is obtained from the algebra of zonal measures

on the unit sphere in Rn+1. In this case H = [—1,1], e = 1 and xy — x. These

hypergroups also belong to a continuum of hypergroups related to the Gegenbauer

or ultraspherical polynomials [1 and 3].

6. The convolutions related to Jacobi polynomials have //, e and xy as in

Example 5 [5].

7. Naimark's example [10, Chapter IV, 20.3; 6, 9.5]). Let H = R+ and define

8X * 6y by ¿o * 6X = 6X and

/l çx+yf(z)d(6x*6y)(z) = -—--r-r— f(z)smhzdz.
sirihxsmhy J\x_y\

8. Some interesting related hypergroup structure for which H = {0,1,2,...}

including the duals to Examples 5 and 6 are studied in [7, 13, and 14]. Both [7

and 14] include a characterization of hypergroups on H = {0,1,2,... } which arise

from orthogonal polynomials.

3. The main result. The principal result of this article is a classification of

the one-dimensional regular hypergroups.

THEOREM. Let H be an interval or a circle and suppose that (H, *) is a regular

hypergroup. Then * must be a commutative operation and (H, *) is equivalent to

one of the following:
(i) (G, *) where G is either the circle group or the group of real numbers and *

is classical group convolution on M(G) (cf. Examples 1 and 2).

(ii)(/f, *) where K = [0, P] or K = [0, oo), e = 0 and xy = x for every x E K.

The theorem will be proved in §5. Througout the rest of this paper, (H, *)

will represent a one-dimensional regular hypergroup. If H is an interval, it will be

assumed that e = 0 and H fl (0, oo) is not empty, since this can be achieved by one

of the domain transformations <p(t) = ±(t — e).

4. Generalized translation.  For / G C(H) and s,t E H define

Tsf(t)= í f(r)d(ós*6t)(r).
Jh

The operators Ts are generalized translations as defined by Levitan [8] whose dis-

cussion of infinitesimal operators is adapted here. Unfortunately, the discussion

in [8] excludes many of the most important examples such as 4, 5 and 6 because

the assumption is made that the infinitesimal operators defined below are regular

differential operators on H, while the infinitesimal operators associated with Exam-

ples 4, 5 and 6 are actually singular. The reader is referred to [8] for those details

which do not depend on regularity and which are not included here. The i/th order

infinitesimal operators of T are defined for sufficiently smooth / by

L"sf(t) = j^TVWUo,    ¿i/M = ^Tsf(t)\t=0;

writing u(s,t) = Tsf(t), it follows [1, p. 28] that u satisfies the partial differential

equations

(1) Vau = L\u.
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Explicit expressions for Lvs are obtained with the help of the moments

A/„(s,i)= [ (r-trd(6s*6t)(r).
Jh

For each t in H, supp(<5s *6t) approaches {t} as s decreases to zero, so MM(0, f) = 0,

and since (r — i)M coincides with a C£° function in a compact interval containing t,

there must be a positive integer kß and a nontrivial function Aß such that for all t

interior to H

Mß(s,t) = Apit)»*» +0(sk»+1)

where Aß has continuous derivatives of all orders on the interior of H; it also follows

that fc2 < k$, fC4 < ÍC5,... and &2 < ^4 < ^6 < ■ ■ • so if ^ is a positive integer, there

is an integer po > v such that p> po implies kß > v.

Now if a sufficiently smooth / is expanded in powers of r — t, then

u(s,t) = I f(r)d(6s*6t)(r)

= 1fl(r-trf-^r1+o((r-tr+i:

(2)

-p=0

d(6s*6t)(r)

A fM(t)
= J2Mtl(s,t)^-y+O(Mtl0 + i(s,t))

M=0

Mo

r/Ali(t)^i^+o(s^)
v=o n

(where O depends only on / and t).

By Taylor's Theorem

u(^) = £ A«(»»*)l-o¿ + 0(s"+1)
x=o

= £^/(í)^7+0(S"+1)

A=0

which can be used together with (2) to obtain an explicit expression

*-^ f^)(t\
w(t) = v\22Mty—rr--

ku = v

A similar method yields the expression

iww-rtEW^
k~=" pi

where

M~(s,f)=/l r - 8)"d{6a * 6t)(r) = A~(s)tk« + 0(t*» +1).

5. Proof of Main Theorem. The proof is decomposed into two cases:

Case 1. min{fci, k^} < min{fc2, k%}.

Case 2. min{fc2, fcj"} < min{fci,A;^}.
5.1. Proof of Theorem in Case 1 for H an interval.
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Lemma 1. (i) fcx = k? = l.
(ii) Ai and A^ are bounded away from zero in a neighborhood of zero.

(iii) Ai and A^ have no zeros in H.

PROOF. Assume fci < oo. Then Ax is a nontrivial continuous function so there

is an interval / = [a, b] in H and c > 0 such that |¿i(í)l > c for t E I. Choose

/ G Cc°°(//) such that /(&) - f(a) > b - a and let u(s,t) = Tsf(t). Then if s is

sufficiently close to zero u(s, b) — u(s, a) > b — a, so there is ts E I such that

(3) ut(s,ts)>l.

To prove fci = fc^" assume by way of contradiction that fci < fcj". Then (1) with

v = fci yields Ai(t)ut(s, t) = 0, but Ai(ts) ^ 0, so ut(s,ts) = 0 in contradiction to

(3). A similar argument eliminates fci > fcj", so the first equality in (i) is proved

and (1) with v — fc, takes the form

(4) Ai(t)ut(s,t)=Ai(s)us(s,t).

Let £ > 0; then since / G Cc°°(//), u E C™(H) there is K > 0 such that

\us(s,t)\<K (\s\ <£, tEl).

Thus if |s| < e, equations (3) and (4) imply c < \Ai(ts)ut(s,ts)\ — \A^(s)ua(s,ta)\

< K\Ai(s)\ which yields (ii) for A^; the result for A\, is obtained by symmetry.

The second equality in (i) follows because if fci > 1, ux(0,t) = L\f(t) = 0, so

u satisfies Ai(t)ut = Ai(s)us, u(0,t) = f(t) and ws(0,i) = 0 which is impossible

unless / is constant.

Suppose that for some so, t E H, A^(so) = 0 and Ai (t) ^ 0. Then equation (4)

implies ut(so,t) = 0, and since ut is continuous, this relation holds for all t in C,

the component of the closure in H of the support of Ai which contains 0. Thus

u(so, t) = u(so, 0) = f(so) for t EC, whence

6a*St = 6a       (A^(s) = 0, tEC)

and similarly

(5) 69*6t = 6t       (¿1(0=0, ser)

where C~ is analogous to C.

The next step is to show

(6) C = C~=H.
The homeomorphism t —* ty is necessarily monotone; suppose first that

(7) ii < ty    whenever ii < f2.

Let io = lubC, s0 = lubC~ and P = lub//, so 0 < s0, to < P. It will follow that

(8) t0 = so = P,

for if 0 < t0 < P, then Ai(t0) = 0 and (7) implies 0 < ty. Now either $ < s0

or to > so- In the first case £q G C~, so <5tv * <5to = Sto by (5) which contradicts

H4 since io > 0, while in the second case so < P, so Ai(sq) = 0. Also Sq E C

so 6So * <5sv = 6So which again yields a contradiction, so to = P and (8) follows by

symmetry. A similar argument establishes the equality of the greatest lower bounds

of the three sets, so (6) is proved if (7) holds. The same techniques can be used

t —► ty is a decreasing function.

Now if z ^ 0 is a zero of Ai, then zy E C~ so ¿>2v * 6Z — 6Z which yields a

contradiction, and (iii) follows.
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Lemma 2. Ai(t) = A^(t) for all t e H.

PROOF. The previous lemma guarantees the existence of a solution to A^ip' =

Xijj which satisfies t/>(0) = 1, so the argument in [8, Lemma 6.1, p. 36] applies.

By Lemma 1

<p(t)= í[Ai(r)]-ldr        (tEH)

is a homeomorphism from H to an interval K. Thus ¡p is a domain transformation

from (//, *) to a hypergroup (K, o) where o is defined by

/ f(z)d{6xoëv)(t)= [ f(<p(r))d(6s*8i
J K J H

)(r).

If x = <p(s), y = <p(t), F(x) = f(s), U(x, y) = u(s, t) = Tsf(t), then U satisifes

so if x, y, x + y all belong to K

U(x,y)=F(x + y)

or equivalently

0XO  0y    =   0X + y.

Since (K, o) is equivalent to (//, *) it will be no loss of generality to assume

for the next two lemmas that they are identical, so if / is sufficiently smooth and

u(s,t) = Tsf(t), then u satisfies

(9) us = ut,        u(0,t) = f(t)

and

(10) u(s, t) = f(s + t)    and    6S * 6t = <5s+t        (s,t,s+ t E H).

Thus if H = fi, (//,*) is exactly the classic group algebra M(R).  The following

two lemmas show this must be the case.

A measure m G M(H) is called Haar measure if m * 6t = 6t * m — m for every

tEH.

LEMMA 3. (H, *) is a commutative hypergroup with a Haar measure m; supp(m)

— H and my = m.

PROOF. Let u be as above; then u is constant on the characteristic lines,

s + t = const, of (9). So u(s,t) = u(t,s) and (//,*) is a commutative hyper-

group. The lemma follows since every commutative hypergroup has a unique (up

to multiplicative constant) Haar measure. The last two assertions are always true

for Haar measures (cf. [4, 15]).

LEMMA 4.   If H is an interval, then H = R.

PROOF. Let p(t) = t + ty; then p is continuous on H and if p(t) E H then

(10) and H4 imply p(t) = 0. Now let io be a positive number in H and choose e,

0 < e < to/2, so small that 0 < t < £ implies |iv| < t0/2. In this case ty < p(t) < t0

so p(t) E H, hence p(t) = 0 and ty = -t for 0 < t < £. It follows that (-£,£) C //.
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Next, p(t) = 0 for allí EH, for if not let i0 = lub{i|/> = 0 on \0,t)} <lub//. It is

possible to choose ¿i G H such that ii > io and so that |p(ii)| = \p(ti) — p(to)\ < £■

Hence p(ti) E H so p(ti) = 0 which contradicts the upper bound property of io-

Thus iv = —i for all tEH, and H is a symmetric interval.

Suppose by way of contradiction to the lemma that P = lub// < oo; then

(11) H = [-P,P}.

For if Q = P/2 and / G Cc(-P, P), then / fd(6Q * 6Q) = limt_Q_ / fd(6t * 6t) =
limt_Q_ /(2i) = 0. Hence 6q * 6q is a probability measure on H with no support

in (-P.P). Since the only possibilities for H are (—P,P) and [—P, P], the former

is eliminated and (11) holds.

Now let / G C+(H) with f(t) = 0 for i < 0. Let u(s, t) = Tsf(t); then

rP rP rO rP

I    f(t)dm(t)= u(P,t)dm(t)= f(P+ t)dm(t) +        u(P,t)dm(t),
Jo J-p J-p Jo

and since u(P, t) > 0 for all i

(12) /    f(t)dm(t)>  i    f(P + t)dm(t).
Jo J-p

If now g(t) = f(P - t) for 0 < t < P and g(t) = 0 for t < 0, then (12) must hold

for g in place of /:

/    g(t)dm(t)>        g(P + t)dm(t).
Jo J-p

But from Lemma 3, mv = m, so i can be replaced by iv = —i to obtain

/     g(-t)dm(t)>  I    g(P-t)dm(t).
J-p Jo

Finally, using the definition of g

í    f(P + t)dm(t)>  Í   f(t)dm(t)

which is the reverse of inequality (12), so u(P,t) = 0 a.e. (dm). But supp(m) = H

(Lemma 3) so u(P, i) = 0 a.e. (dm) in [0, P\. Since u is continuous by H2, f(P) =

u(P, 0) = 0. But / can take any value at P, which yields a contradiction.

5.2. PROOF OF THEOREM IN CASE 1 WHEN if IS A CIRCLE. In the case

when H is a circle there is no loss in assuming that H is the unit circle.

Let / G C(H) and u(s, t) = Tsf(t). Then /, Ai and A± can be identified with

periodic functions on R with period 27r and u can be identified with a function on

RxR with period 27r in each of the variables. Thus with a slight abuse of notation,

Lemmas 1, 2 and the arguments above yield functions F(y) and U(x,y) which are

defined for all x,y E R with period P = <£>(27r) and U(x,y) = F(x + y) for all

x, y E R, hence (H, *) is equivalent to the classical group algebra M(T).

5.3. PROOF OF THEOREM IN CASE 2. Assume that fc2 < fc^; the proof is

contained in the following lemmas.
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LEMMA 5.   Ifk2 > 2 then L\ = 0.

PROOF. The support of 6s * 6t shrinks to {i} as s decreases to zero, so v > 2

implies Mu(s,t) = o(M2(s,t)), hence kv > 2 if v > 2, but fci > fc2 > 2 so the

coefficient of s in the expression (2) is zero, whence L\ — 0.

Lemma 6. H c [0, oo).

PROOF. The cases fc2 = 1 and fc2 > 2 are discussed separately.

In the first case there is io such that ¿2(^0) ^ 0. Now

A2(t0) =  lim s~1M2(s,t0),
S—»0 +

so ¿2(^0) > 0 because M2(s, to) > 0. If the lemma is false, then it must also be the

case that ¿2(^0) — lims_o- s~1M2(s,to) < 0 which is a contradiction.

In the second case, assume by way of contradiction that 0 is interior to H and

choose / G C¡?° satisfying

(13) /'(0) = 1.

Let u(s,t) — Tsf(t). Since 0 is a two-sided identity, m(s,0) = f(s) and since 0 is

interior to H, u is differentiable at (0,0). From Lemma 5, us(0, i) = 0; this shows

/'(0) = its(0,0) = 0 contradicting (13) and proving the lemma.

LEMMA 7.   sy — s for every s in H.

PROOF. Let r(s) = sy. Then r is a monotone increasing function because of

Lemma 6. If for some s E H, s < sy then r(s) < r(sy) or equivalently sy < s so

s — sy. The same argument applies if sy > s so the lemma follows.

LEMMA 8.   (//,*) is commutative.

PROOF. By Lemma 7 and H5, 6S * 6t — èsv * 6tv = (6t * 6s)y = 6t * Ss (as in [6,
Theorem 9.1.A]).

The proof for this case is completed by observing that Lemma 6 limits the

possibilities for H to [0,00), [0, P] and [0, P) and the first and third are equivalent

by any domain transformation <p: [0, P) —► [0,00).
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